..3,
m,3

. ..

Fi~ure 2 - Devi.tie” Variance Behavior in Missing Data Sequence
ln the steady state, a set of equations can
be written connecting all the states noting that
the probability of entering each state exactly
equals the probability of leaving. Also .employi.g the fact that the s“m of the probabil~ties
of .11 the states equals one, tbe state diagram
can be analyzed to yield tbe probability of each
track state.

~,

)

Figure 3 - Tracker State Diagrams
Thus req”iri”g more misses to drop a crack
(i”creasi”g m) causes tbe high e“d of the c“r..es
to move to the right resulting in a lowered blips..” ratio, p, for a give” steady state track
probability. The “se of more coasting track
states, howe.,
er, enlarges the associacio” area
(see Figure 2) a“d tb”s ..”s.s a higher probability that a coasting track will pick “p a false
report
!!...kill be said about this below.

Figure 4 shows the steady state tracker
Performance for the crackers show f“ Fig”r. 3.
Here we describe the tracker by two numbers, n,
the “umber of successive detections to P“t the
aircraft into track and, m, the number of successive misses required to drop the track. In
Figure 4 the probability that a track is.in
either the firm track state P or one of the
coasting track states (direct~y below P in
Figure 3) is plotted as a function of t~e probability of detection on each scan, P.

False Track I“itiacion from False Reports
If we define f as tbe single SC.” false
report probability per sssociatio” area. cbe”
Figure 4 also depicts tbe probability that a
false track exists i“ each association area. If
f is very s“all

At the upper end of the curves in Figure 4
when the probability of detection is near 1, the
curves can be expressed by

PT = 1 - n (1- p)m

‘.

(1 - X<l)

PFT - m f“

(f<<l)

and the number of false cracks NFT sbOwinK on the
3
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Figure 4 - Steady-State Tracker

varies s. the “th power of the false slam rate
so that a do”bli”g or tripling of the false
alarm rate will ..”se a noticeable i“c.ease i“
the false crack rate.

PP1 o“ any o“e SC.” will be
‘FT = ‘A ‘FT = ‘A m ‘“
where x Is the number of .ssocia-tie”areas .“
the s“r+ ace.of the PPI.

Den,. Aitcraf C E“”iro””ent
In Ct,
i5 SeCtiO” wc discuss the use of the
tracker described in the above section ‘i”a
dense aircraft e“vironne”t.

AS an example,
if 50 false
ce?. rt.
per scan
are experienced on a full range .PPI the res”lti“g value of f, ass.mi”g association areas cq”al
to the initial association ....s. is abc”t 0.01
(see Table I). Using the above equation the
“!,mberof false tracks per 8... was calculated
(s.. Table I). F“r typical ASR radars with 50
a“d a “ = 3, m - 3 crackfalse rep.=[s Per SC.~
~r, apprOximacely one false track is experienced
per 200 SC,?”
S .Indthe false track life is short,
US”.llY O“lY three s..”..

O“e h“”drcd aircraft within the co”erage
volume of a“ ASR O“C to 60 “mi r9prese”c* a
fairly dense environment. Assu”ing C“ice the
density i“ part of the co”erage we arri”e at o“e
aircraft for every 56 square miles. We see that
aPPrOxinl~tely
two percent
of the association
areas on a“y one ,.,” i“ the dense tar~et area
“ill contain more than 0“. target report . This
is called the “crossi”g track,,problem,

It is clear from the above disc. ssio” that,
n, the number of scans to initiate a track is
chos.n as a c“mpr”mise between th,edesire to
rcd”ce false crack ge”eratio” (high n) a“d the
desire to rapidly p“t an aircra?t into track
(1OU n). If the false report race is too high
1“ ;, give”
area,
S.%Y
d“, to a high false alarm
rt!tc1“ r~i”, the false track race will increase
very r,,
pidly in thot .,,8. The false track rate
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Several tactics “ay be used co resolve the
crossing track problem a“d assign the proper
reports to the correct tracks.
(1) The rePOrcs may be ignored and the tracks continued as
if no report were received, On the succeeding
S.3”
the sit”atio” should correct itself prO“id ink the aircraft are crossing at a steep
4

e“o”gh angle. (2) Each track could fem two
tracks based on the two reports within the
association ““lume. One of these would die o“t
on succeeding scans for lack of further support.
(3) If available, a radial velocity measurement
could be used both to project tracks more accurately and to associate reports with the
correct track.
(4) If available, beacon identitY Or altit.de reports which correlate cleanly.
with the separate reports’could be used to
resolve the track association prob,lem. (5)
Report amplft”de or spectral distribution might
help resolve crossing tracks. (6) If the radar
is a three-dimensional radar, height could be
used to associate reports correctly.

is

t.

calculate

the

WAR

REQUIREMENTS

In an automated ATC system aircraft tracks
r“sc be a“tomacically initiated and as conti””o”s
as possible. In this section we define desirable
tracking specifications a“d how they lead to
certain radar requirements.
The tracki”~ req”ireme”ts c.” be expressed
in terms of the following specifications.
Steadv-State Probability of Track

False Tracks

All of our examples ha”e ass”ned a cizc”lar
error pattern and w.e have used the worst errors
to decermi”e the error circlets radius. If the
tracker takes into acco.”t the elliptical shape
of the error patter”, its area can often be
reduced by a significant amount. In the case of
crossing tracks it may be “sef”l to recompute
the elliptical error pattern to help resolve the
association problem. This would only be required
o“ t“. percent of the tracks in a dense aircraft
e“vironmat,t.
appro,ach

REUTED

REQUIREMENTS ,4s0

The steady-state probability chat any aircrtift“ithin the radar 8s coverage vol”r,e be in
track should be high, perhaps 99.5 percent. This
implies a certain track life.

To date there has “ot been e“o”gh analysis
or experience “ith automatic radar tracking
systems to judge the efficle”cy of the above
suggestions i“ a dense aircraft environment. If
all the available sol”tio”s in combi”acion
result in too much track swapping if may be
necessary to provide a higher update ra~or
to
loner measurement errors.

An. cher

~WCKINC

The average nmber of false tracks generated
directly from false reports or by co”ti””i”g true
Cracks with false reports should be very small,
perhaps
.ne in 30 “i””tes.
me average d“racion
of false tracks should be short, perhaps two to
three *cans.
Track Svapping
The frequency of. fals~ tracks d“. to track
swapping in a specified dense airccaft environment sllnuldbe very 10W, perhaps one per hour.
Tbe decisi~”s
1.

separa-

tion

between the predicted and measured report
positions. An association measure can be defined equal to the square of the deviation of
the measured posicio” from the predicted-aircraft posicio”.

t.

be made are :

che order of the tracker (“ and m)

2. the required minimum probability of
detection, a“d
3.

the required maximum false alarm rate.

Eotice that the requirements for minimizing
track swapping or conti””atio” of a track “sing a
false alarm both call for a high probability of
detection. We may make the obser”atio” that if
tbe probability of detection is high e“o”gh to
reduce.track swapping to a reasonable le”el a“d
if the allowable false reports per SC.” (assumed
pe~feccly random) are a small fraction .f the
track volume for which the system is designed,
the” very little trouble should he experienced
from tracks being concinued on false alarms. I“
terminal area trackers designed for 200 tracks
25 to 50 false alarms per s;.” should be
‘
allowable.

Track Branching to False Alarms
If the number of false reports per SC.” is
maintained at a small fraction of the “axim”m
““mher of aircraft for which che system is
designed, the target branching problem to false
alarms will be measured as a small fraction of
the number experie”ci!lgthe crossing track
problem. For i“sta”ce , with 50 false reports
per scan an ASR “ill experience a false report
in the s.”. association ;,reao“ only O.S percent
of tracks i“ the hea”y track area of .“ ASR. If
the same tcch”ique is used to handle track
b.a”chi.g co false alarms as is used to he”dle
crossing cracks, there should be little difficulty from this s.”,..,

It
is clear that
fr.m
an ASR the order “f
the tracker should be “ = 3 or higher unless the
false alarm rate ca” be lowered to 4 per scan or
lower.
Above order n = 3, the allowable false
alarm rate increases at the slower rate.

5
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CONCLUSIONS

Next, examining Figure 4 we see that the
order m = 2 tracker is quite poor in producing a
high probability of track. For 99 percent track
probability.a 0.93 detection probability is
required with order m = 2, “hereas the same
detection probability causes a 99.9 percent
track probability for the order m = 3 tcacker. ~‘
The only remaining consideration is transient
response.

We have presented a detailed analysis of
the detection and false alarm requirements for
automatic radar tracking. The radar Per fO~ance
requirements are easily met with the Movtng
Target Detector developed by the FAA over re..’
cent years. These developments make possible
the automation of primary radar into the air
traffic control system.

& n = 3, m = 3 tracker will, with high
probability, p“t a new aircraft into track in
three scans and eliminate a false track in the
same time. A 250-knot aircraft travels 0.82 mi
in the time it cakes for tl,reescans (12 seconds)
compared to a 3-nmi ATC separation rule so that
this tracker should be quite acceptable in the
terminal area.
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~
Wer the last few years, significant developments have occurred which now allow completely
automatic tracking. A good example is che
Moving Target Detector(2 ,3) (MTO) which overcomes all forms of clutter encountered by an
ASR.
The reader sko”ld consult the references
for specific details.
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In the MTD the false alarm rate can be
adjusted to a reasonable value of about 40 per
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